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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

I wanted to open this discussion to clear some things in regards to enemy attacks
and so we can lift darkness over the matter. Knowledge is most of the game when
these things go.

A first  thing  I  wanted  to  mention,  is  that  people  who  advance and  struggle  to
become better, because there are a lot of entities that do not desire it for numerous
reasons, depending on one's skillfulness, character and life, may encounter attacks.

First and foremost, do not dwell on attacks. Do not open yourselves by tuning into
them, giving attention gives power. Satan and the Gods protect us and so long you
clean, protect and advance yourself, everything will be fine.

Then we have something else. Personal Karma. This can be accidents, misfortunes
or issues of all kinds. Many of these come with life, packaged as one, and these
can be overcome by new habitualization and consistent meditation. 

On this basis the attacks of the enemy become stronger or weaker. A strong mind
with good habits cannot be easily breached. One example is a person who always
dwells on the negative, instilling terror is very easy. It easier to destroy an avid drug
user or criminal, than someone else.

For  this  reason  we  tell  people  to  keep  weakening  and  damaging  habits  on  a
minimal.  They are  only  useless in  your  life.  Of  course transformation  does not
happen overnight, and most of the game revolves around changing your mind. This
can take years, but it WILL happen if you persist. Even if you fail, do not give up.

Another thing that nullifies attacks is to minimize one's own mental clutter and lack
of self awareness or attentiveness. Simply put, if you do not have self knowledge,
start  taking  care  of  your  thoughts,  attention  on  yourself,  and  learn  to  control
impulse. Many people are driven by extreme impulse, others have zero impulse.
This needs a balance towards progression.

The enemy can easily flip over people but hey rarely do by direct confrontation,
unless they lose their patience or have completely failed to stop you. Of course they
will  retreat  to  other  methods,  especially  if  these work.  One example is  useless
hyperinflation of the ego, or equally; a shrinking and trashing the human soul, both
of which are disastrous.

Lastly  we  have  fear,  information  and  lack  of  knowledge.  Fear  is  normal  and
acceptable, only insofar it's not cowardice or stupid. 
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Many  people  fear  Satan,  a  few  quit,  other's  give  up.  If  you  see  it's  always  a
conjunction of the points I mentioned above, and rarely anything else. The enemy
has had a complete grip in the information of the world. 

One example is how they tell people that a disease is a revenge from a jewish god,
for example. Lack of knowledge foils the victim. Another example is confusion of the
victim. For example, one has a misfortune. The enemy attacks and comes in and
tells them it was them, or that the enemy did this. 

Again,  lack of  awareness foils  the victim.  Another  thing is  very  common where
people read spiritual material without EXPERIENCE and KNOWLEDGE or a stable
mind or awareness, ultimately making them lost etc.

Lastly one must know beyond any doubt that what we do is true. One can explore
any thought and be free, but retardation comes with a price. Every attack and every
pitfall shows you what needs to be fortified.
 
What does the enemy say? By the art of deception thou shall wage war. If they
could end you, rest reassured they would have done. They cannot and won't. So
most of it plays on deception, disinfo, etc.

One other thing isolation (among SS). Any isolated being is an easy target. Isolation
brings  weakness,  no  matter  what  the  prospect  of  the  21st  century  preaches.
Individuality does not imply complete isolation of a person. One can adjust how
much socialization they want for example. On the other hand dealing with retards
and wasting one's  self  around with  people  that  don't  seek to  advance and are
generally bad, is equally a disaster. So just have judgement because either way it
can turn ugly.

It's not unlikely when people who are bad for one another meet, and delude one
another,  or  on  the  other  hand  are  even  harmful.  Through  this  small  cults  of
personalities and infiltrators form, always ending up in disasters and delays for the
people in them. This is a pure time waste. No need to waste one's life like that.

How is that solved?  THE GROUPS. A necessary balance. You can socialize and
post, but you don't get in most if not all of the dangers and issues involved about it.
Even if something was to ever skip moderation (Which rarely happens) we are here
to talk on it and deal with any such problems. If  it  escapes the attention of the
mods, it will NOT escape the attention of the community, which will act accordingly
to treat the situation. The community has a lot of experienced SS who are veterans
and others who can notice these things from miles away.

The Groups, Forums, etc., help the Gods. How many times you have been guided
to the answers of  your concerns in groups, in posts etc.? This  saves time and
energy from the Gods, yourself, and advances our group faster.

Another example:  one feels like they need a change. It's a general  and normal



human feeling. The enemy tells them to get out of the group, as if the group was the
purpose, lol. Maybe stop meditating too goy, that will make you feel really good.
While of course the minimal time spent here to educate or keep up really does
nothing bad to a person whom, let's say, wastes hours on netflix. Ya goy, better
leave and stop advancing maybe. Got to build these towers in Minecraft? WTF???

Another case is that of people who advance and start thinking they are a God or
something. Too misunderstood by all dumb mortals here. We don't even deserve
the help they never give. Our wisdom is so vast, that they do not even provide it. It
was  real,  in  their  mind.  Lest  we  fail  to  worship  these  people,  they  will  leave.
Ultimately taking from us… Uhm… Nothing. Since they are a parasite that never
gave anything anyway. 

No thing is useless in Satan's family, either. We need everything we have, bigger or
smaller. So do not focus on the quantity, focus on the purpose. Things done for a
great purpose are never small. 

If  you  are  in  the  jungle  this  cannot  really  happen  and  it  takes  an  abominable
amount of time. An example for this are gurus who meditate for two decades and
cannot do the simplest Siddhi. A cave served nowhere, unless it’s for a period or for
recluse. Which is good under terms.

Quality association can be made in the groups. By each member rising in their own
level, a greater unity is formed.

Satan's promises are true, one has to advance and meditate for themselves to see
it. Doubts are for the most part, if you are a Gentile, normal but not always useful.
Doubt for knowledge and spirit of inquiry is needed. 

Chill back, relax for a while, learn to control your mind, and lastly fortify your mind
and personality. Advance, keep steady and dwell on the good.

Lastly, we have to be realistic and focus on what we need to focus. Nothing worse
than maintaining the mentality of a princess or SJW thinking you are a "God" as
many  dumbo  sects  do,  and  when  shit  hits  the  fan,  you  cannot  even  tie  your
shoelaces. This is 99% of occultists, it doesn't have to be Satan's Children or the
JoS. Dependable power is built on realism, testing, etc. etc.

We can relate experiences in this post to converse and unmask more of the enemy
so people can read.

HAIL SATAN!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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